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Ropeless Fisher™ Operating Instructions 

Virtual Fixed Gear Marking App for Android Devices 

24OCT18 

 

Background & Capabilities 

The Ropeless Fisher app for Android smartphones and tablets is intended for fixed gear fishers such as lobster and crab. 

It marks and shares the location of deployed gear ‘virtually’, replacing the physical buoys deployed in conventional 

fisheries.  As such it has capabilities that are quite similar to marking by physical buoys: 

 Your own gear: Similar to the function of a logbook or GPS logger on your boat, you are able to list, map and steer 

to all of your own gear.   You can only mark (set) your gear at the location at which you are physically present (you 

cannot mark gear while on shore for example). 

 Other fisher’s gear: Similar to watching for buoys, you can only see the location of other fisher’s gear on the list 

or map if you are present within the gear owner specified ‘visibility radius’ such as ½ mile of the gear.  Thus, other 

fishers are warned of potential gear conflict, but your proprietary positions are not apparent unless a fisher is 

within a range of the gear where physical buoys would also be apparent. 

 Gear Identification:  All fishers can see identifying information about deployed gear within the authorized visibility 

radius, including the owner’s name, gear number, date and time of deployment. 

 Singles and Trawls:  The app can mark single traps and trawls.  Trawls are indicated by two markers connected by 

a red line. 

 

How Ropeless Fisher works when online and when offline 

Ropeless Fisher stores information on Google’s Firebase cloud database.  It works fully when you are online and with 

limitations when offline.  Your app synchronizes with the Google Firebase whenever you are online, meaning your gear 

markings are uploaded to Firebase and other gear markings from your fishery are downloaded to your device.   When 

offline, you can only see gear that was marked when you were last online, and others can only see your new gear locations 

once you have returned to cell coverage and your device synchronizes again with Firebase.  
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Current Readiness Status and Future Plans 

Ropeless Fisher is now available for download from Google’s Play Store and is suitable for evaluation including capability 

tests, ropeless fishing pilot projects and experimental fishing.   If you are planning to use Ropeless Fisher for regular 

commercial fishing, please contact Desert Star to discuss your plans and the security status of the application.   

Ropeless Fisher now provides a ‘baseline capability’ that has been validated through Desert Star internal testing.   

Additional capabilities will be added in collaboration with and per the request of fishery managers and fisher’s 

associations.  Capabilities under consideration include: 

 Adding the fisher’s email address in the details of a gear set, so that a gear owner can be contacted. 

 Authentication of fishers and their email address through their association or fishery’s department to deter 

malicious action by anonymous users. 

 Limitation of the number of authorized virtual markings to match the sets of gear owned by the fisher. 

 A Fishery Inspector’s version of the app, which can map all gear independent of the visibility radius. 

 In jurisdictions where this may be required for ropeless fishing, fishery inspector’s access to acoustic release codes 

to raise gear for physical inspections. 

 Access to the Ropeless Fisher source code and/or database specification for fishery departments and other 

organizations for the purpose of security inspections or to use Ropeless Fisher code as a starting point for a 

department/organization specific version of the app. 

 

What You Need to Run Ropeless Fisher 

1. An Android device that includes a GPS sensor 

2. A gmail account registered on that Android device.   Generally, a gmail account is registered on all Android devices. 

3. An internet connection.   If you are using an Android smart phone, then this provides your internet connection.   

If you are using an Android tablet without cell connectivity, then establish internet connectivity via a Wifi hotspot 

on your smart phone. 

4. A clear enough view of the sky for GPS positioning.   Ropeless Fisher is specifically designed to only use GPS position 

service to avoid complications at sea sometimes associated with other position services.   But, this means it may 

not work in concrete and other buildings that block GPS signals.  (It will generally work in your wheel house, your 

home or a car). 

5. A fixed pin code designed to prevent potentially confusing use by people not associated with fishing.   This fixed 

code is 2391. 
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Suggested Test Uses 

 Set and view/map your own test gear locations.  Do some initial tests on land, just walking or driving around. 

 Work with a friend and watch each other’s gear locations.  Experiment with the visibility radius. 

 If you have no friends, you can also register two gmail accounts on your device.  Log out and switch between the 

two accounts to simulate two fishers. 

 Working alone or with other fishers, use the app for actual gear marking, re-location and gear conflict avoidance 

at sea.  

 

Operating Instructions 

 

#1:  Download Ropeless Fisher from the Google Playstore and Install 
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#2:  Sign in, enter the fixed pin code 2391 and choose your gmail account that you want to use 

 

  

#3:  Enter the name of your fishery, or a test name.   Note that you will only see gear within your selected fishery.   

(But with the current version you can specify a different fishery with a new gear deployment, and this will switch you 

to the new fishery).  You must also allow Ropeless Fisher access to your device’s location to do its job. 
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#4:  Deploy a new trap or trawl.  You will see a list of gear in the vicinity. This includes your own gear, and that of 

other fishers if you are within their visibility radius.  The list shows the name of the owning fisher (left), the gear 

number (center) and your distance from that gear in nautical miles (right).  Trawls are indicated by two numbers, such 

as 4 and E4.  To deploy new gear, hit the Deploy button.   Confirm single deployment or trawl deployment (center), 

then complete the information on the right.  This includes from top:  The fishery name, your name or license number, 

the visibility radius within which other fishers can see your gear (nautical miles), the soak time (days) after which your 

gear is auto-cleared from view by other fishers to prevent clutter of abandoned markers, and your gear number.  (The 

app will remember your last entries, so generally you only need to enter the gear number.)  Below in red or green is 

the current location, the age of the GPS fix in seconds and its accuracy.   The numbers will turn red if accuracy is worse 

than 30m.   Watch the accuracy when deploying gear! 

 

#5:   Click on any gear to get additional deployment information.   From here, you can map the gear 

and obtain bearing and heading.   You can also hit the RELEASE button to clear a virtual marking.   

Note that Ropeless Fisher at this time is not tied into the ARC acoustic release system, so you have 

to operate the ARC control software to pop the buoys to the surface.  (In future versions of Ropeless 

Fisher, the two functions will become integrated). 
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#6:  Click on the MAP button to map any gear on the list.  The map shows your location (blue dot), and a blue line 

connecting you to the selected gear.   Range and bearing to the gear are indicated at the top.   You can zoom and pan 

as needed (center).   Your own gear is shown by green markers, other fishers gear by red markers.  Note how fisher 

Marco at a distance of 7.3 nautical miles from Monterey harbor cannot see fisher Iker’s gear (only green markers in 

left and center screen).   But, fisher Iker who also is 7.3 nautical miles from Monterey can see his own single 

deployment and all of fisher Marco’s gear (right screen).   This is because  Marco selected a visibility radius of 10 

nautical miles (see #5), allowing Iker to see the gear even from shore in the next town.   But, Iker selected a smaller 

visibility radius for his gearn and so Marco cannot see it unless he visits the vicinity of Iker’s gear. 

 More to try:  Go ahead and experiment with a few other 

features available in Ropeless Fisher.   For example, you can 

call up the map in high visibility black/white mode for better 

viewing in bright sunlight (left), or in a more chart like view 

(center).   Also try setting a trawl instead of a single, and note 

that you will be prompted for a trawl start and a trawl end 

location.   The trawl will show up as two markers connected by 

a red line (center). 

 

 


